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Beautiful and spectacular flower, arum lily care and grows easily. Perfect for decorating gardens, terraces and balconies. Arum lily, also called Calla Lily is a perennial from the Araceae family. Its hard and vertical floral stem ends in a spat flared funnel that hides a yellow or orange spadix. The flowers of
the arum lilies usually bloom in the summer until early autumn and are very unique and wonderful to see. Usda Areas - 8 - 11, can be grown in cooler areas with caution in winterDifficulty - EasyOther Names-Calla Lily, Soil pH - Slightly acidic to NeutralToxicityCalla lily is an extremely toxic plant. It is
recommended to plant it away from the reach of children, as it should not be eaten under any circumstances, and should take care of its juice when cutting or pruning, as it is very annoying. Read also: The 13 most common colors that are PoisonousArum Lily Care and how to grow itPropagation and
Arum Lily Planting The simplest and fastest solution for growing arum lilies to multiply it by dividing rhizomes or bulbs of plants. You can also grow it from seeds: sow seeds on the surface of hot and moist soil in spring or summer. Keep them in a bright spot. Sprouting occurs from 1 to 3 months. The ideal
germination and rising temperature is about 60 F (15 C). In the tropics and warm areas: USDA Areas 8 - 11 or other parts of the world, grow at any time when the temperature stables about 60 F.In garden Plant Arum in the spring, in humus rich soil, 15 cm deep at intervals of 30-40 cm between each plant.
The water is generous during the reign, leaving the soil dry between the two watering spells. In a cooler PotFor climate, growing arum lily in a pot is better. So you can move it inside in winter. In a small garden, balcony or terrace, the pot grown arum lily looks beautiful. Choose a loam-based pouring
mixture for optimal growth. Requirements for growing Arum LilyLocationFor growing arum lilies choose a place that is sunny but not hot. If you grow arum lilies in a warm climate, plant it in partial shade. It is also sensitive to cold drafts and windy exposure. If you plant a room lilies in a pot on the balcony or
terrace, choose a place that is less windy. Arum can also be planted near a pond or stream, and even directly into the water. It really is a semi-aquatic plant. SoilThe arum prefers deep and evenly moist soil rich in organic matter. Watering This plant grows very well on the edge of the pond, which shows
its great watering needs. Water arum lilies thoroughly and regularly. In the dry substrate it does not thrive. The care of the Arum Lily CareArum lily is relatively simple: the FertilizerArum lily is a demanding plant and needs regular fertilization. At the time of year it is every month a liquid fertilizer for bulbs.
Follow the manufacturer's instructions to avoid over-fertilization. MulchingMulch grounds grounds with organic matter to protect it from the cold. READ ALSO: Using herbal clippings in GardenPruningFor service, as well as to maintain health and beautiful plants need pruning. To find out how to prune it,
read this. RepottingArum lilies grown in a pot should be overworked as soon as it outgrows the container and seems to be rootbound. Always use a few centimeters larger container than the previous one. OverwinteringArum lily care in winter is easy in a mild winter climate (USDA Areas 8 - 11). While
cooler areas will need to save bulbs from frost, collect and dry them in the sun for a few days and remove excess soil. Move the potted plants indoors or in the greenhouse and keep that at around 50 F (10 C) and reduce watering. Diseases and pestsIt can be affected by fungal diseases such as root rot
or collar rot. In pests it can be attacked by aphids, ticks and mealybugs. READ ALSO: The amazing benefits of the lily world Caring for white kala lilies is different from caring for the more colorful hybrid lilies of the calla. White calla are semi-aquatic and their rhizomes crave watering holes, but their colorful
cousins hail from higher ground and their tubers require drainage. When to plant: At any time between February and June (but after the danger of frosts in the past) bury them 3 to 4 inches deep in the porous soil directly in the garden or in containers. Watering: Give them water when the soil is a little dry
(but not overdosing - hybrid calla don't like raw soil) and they're good to go. Flowering time: Eight weeks after planting, the flower stems start to shoot up and you will be thrilled with the flowers over the next few months. The zones: Although the aethiopica is known to be a soldier in zones 8-10, its colorful
relatives are more comfortable in zones 9 and warmer. Or treat them as gentle perennials in colder climates. Exposure: Callas basks in anything from full sun to partial hue - bright, indirect light is perfect. A dense shade can put a damper on the bud count, and scorching midday summer sun can prove
just as challenging. Soil: Color-soaked hybrids prefer well-drained, porous soil. Sandy soils simpatico if you add fertilizer; clay soils can be complex. Excessive nitrogen will stimulate the generosity of leaves and long stems, squelching bud production. No further food is required on fertile soil. Winter
protection: Before frosts threatens in the fall or early winter, whisk them indoors to rest tubers after their labor. If calla lilies are planted directly in the bed, dig tubers out of the garden or store them in pots in a dry 55oF environment, withholding water for weeks or longer before you start the cycle again with
light and water. Companion Plants: Plant with dahlias and gladiolus to cut the garden, which will last until frost. Toxicity: Calla's lilies are dangerous for pets if any part of the plant gets caught. See more common poisonous venom for dogs and cats. Are calla lilies invasive? Calla lilies can be invasive if the
conditions are right. Read more: Where is this species invasive in the US?. Gardeners slip callas that originated in south Africa, in garden beds and containers for the following reasons: Calla lilies are easy to cultivate They offer the sensual color range of Callas bloom just eight weeks after planting their
arrow-shaped foliage is appealing They make fascinating cut flowers For more information on how to plant bulbs: Bulbs 101: Planting and storing Bulbs , Treasure was one of the pioneers going for gold. Achieving headline status for its fiery molten lava hues bleeding into saffron in a graceful shell, he
began a trend towards the color-soaked callas, with later newsworthy varieties pulling the drum roll with lingering blooms and increasing the number of kidneys. CAPTAIN SAFARI® - Buy now on Amazon with Treasure as a benchmark, hybridizers continue to strive for thin oranges, Captain Safari® being
the last contender for the throne. What makes it stunning, according to its creator-Kapiteyn in the Netherlands is the perfectly spiral round form of spathe and its high amount of production of riveting flowers on long, strong stems. Bux beauty, it was designed for cut flowers or large urns. And mutation is
one of its charms - over the course of a lifetime of blooms, spathe transforms from raging gold into apricot parrot green. CAPTAIN AMIGO® Yellows are great, but blow it, breathing a hint of apricot in this sunny hue, and you have something really seductive. In addition, Captain Amigo® proudly presents
his flowers over wide, spotted, spear-shaped leaves, endlessly expanding his pot-dignity - and this is the direction in which the calla is headed. No longer just cuts, they move outdoors. MOZART® Since beauty is an individual perception, it is clear that every lily call breeder has its own Everest. And mixed
messages of two-color spathes are the trait responsible for sending thrills through hybridizers in Sande B.V. Netherlands. In Mozart®, not only is the black eye accent the depth of salmon-pink spathes, but the cloak and dagger pack includes a graceful, wavy shell-like sail billowing in the wind, culminating
in a long, green flourish at the tip. PICASSO® - Buy now on Amazon In 2001, when Sande B.V. hit the stage with several two-color breakouts the likes of which the world had never seen before, Picasso® was a superstar among those prima donnas. A large bloom and noted in its form, the throat of each
thick, creamy vase is soaked with pink purple, giving the cup depth. Designed for both containers and cut flowers stand head and shoulders above shorter, strongly strong Leaves. ASCARI® Also pushing the envelope pigment is Ascari®, with shimmering golden shovels so heavily soaked deep, dark
purple that the color is not limited to the inner circle; it seeps beyond challis. Suitable for cutting as well as gardening culture, the leaves are slightly lobed rather than strictly arrow shaped, extending the intrigue before and after flowering. ODESSA® - Buy now on Amazon Hint Of Wonders in the Future,
Odessa® is a glimpse of future trends, hot press othe and just released. So dark burgundy that it is classified as black, the flowers crown long, lush but also sturdy stems. And bulbs make for quick compulsion with super-abundant flowers. What does abundance mean for calla? In this case, it translates as
15 sensual flowers on the bulb. CAPTAIN RENO® Perfect for a calla cloak drawn closely around the inflorescence that Captain Reno describes® perfectly. With abundant flowers hidden in white splashes of leaves, thick shovels are so heavily pigmented pink that they blush almost red. An additional
incentive is that suggestive green spur is on the tip, serving as a flourish. CAPTAIN ROMANCE® Going Full Circle is what the new calla are keen to do as far as the flower structure is concerned, and Captain Romance® makes the perfect pirouette. The flagship collection of Kapiteyn, the powers of this
calla include candy-pink flowers superimposed with syrupy vermillion. But in fact, the process of opening each elongated cup is what keeps us fascinated. And the beauty of this hybrid is that it blooms for a long time. In this case, romance repeats itself. If you have just received a pot of calla lilies as a gift,
they make wonderful houseplants. Here are some tips for caring for callas indoors: Keep the soil moist but not damp To ensure bright, indirect light Apply liquid fertilizer monthly while in flower Stay away from heating and ac holes Reduce watering when the plant goes into hibernation (November) Cut the
leaves at the soil level as soon as they allow the Kalla bulbs to rest in the cool, dark area during the rest of the repot , mango, cinnamon, coals, molten, vermilion, sunset, flax, canary, fire truck or greased lipstick - callas show no signs of slowing down the pace like cut flowers. Lila call bouquets are very
popular for expressing love and appreciation on Valentine's Day and Mother's Day. Calla lilies are also a common flower in wedding arrangements, decorating the central, wedding bouquets, corsages and boutonnieres. Learn how to keep the cut of the kala lily fresh viewing of thousands of wedding floral

photos featuring Lila Lilies lily
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